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TAKING THE LEAD
Ticket to Success

vidence and data are the new watchwords in education.
Numbers are easy to come by if you are a classroom teacher,
but how do you provide this information when you are a school
librarian? It is reasonable for administrators to expect you to be
accountable—and justify that what you are teaching is improving
students’ “Career and College Readiness skills” even if you are at
the elementary level.
Evaluations for school librarians are increasingly including
Student Growth Outcomes (SGOs) or Student Learning
Outcomes (SLOs), or some other phrasing meaning the same
thing depending on where you are located. Some districts ask for
Program Growth Outcomes (PGOs) as well. All these require
evidence indicating you have achieved them.

Getting Started

Fortunately, you are the one responsible for creating how you
and your program will be evaluated. Many state school library
associations are posting exemplars on their web pages which you
can use as is or modify. Start with what your association offers, but
also check what is available elsewhere as some states offer better
examples than others, while there are those who haven’t done any
yet.
Consider your overall program and curriculum. Know what
you want students to be able to do before moving to the next grade
level and/or by the time they graduate. You will need to be mindful
of this as you create your lessons, submit the required outcomes, and
identify the information you need to collect.

From Soft to Hard Evidence

Much of how you measure the effectiveness of a lesson or
unit is based on your interpretation of student response. At the
elementary level, you do have the projects or activities they have
completed with you. Middle and high school librarians may never
see an end product, although it is a good practice to check with the
teacher and see any papers or culminating projects.

click to read entire article
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Difference With Others Around
The World
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INFORMATION
LITERACY UNIT
I Choose to Eat Healthy

eptember is Better Breakfast Month, but don’t stop there.
Help students start the year off right by learning to choose
healthy foods while extending their information literacy skills.
Since everyone learns most by teaching rather than listening, have
them explore what it means to live a healthy life style and then teach
others what they learned.

by Shannon McClintock Miller
K-12 District Teacher Librarian
Van Meter Community School District
Van Meter, Iowa 50261
@shannonmmiller

Learning to Be Healthy

I will take that red and black one you have on your right wrist. That
is so cool!
Can you make me a double
starburst? If you do, I will trade
you for my beaded one.
Mrs. Miller, can we have a
Rainbow Loom Day in the
library?

This research project has two components which students meld
together to create new content. First they must find out what foods
are considered to be healthy. Next, they look for recipes showing
these foods in meals they think will taste good. Additionally, they
discover the role exercise plays in healthy living.
Pull cookbooks and books on nutrition. Eliminate any that
don’t follow the new “MyPlate” guidelines from the government.
Students can use websites instead. Also see if you have relevant
information on incorporating physical activity every day.

Creating Great Meals

T

his is what I would hear over and over in our library at Van
Meter earlier this year.
My son, who is in 3rd grade, and his friends would talk
about, make, and trade these brightly colored bracelets that we call
“Rainbow Loom” bracelets all day long. They would find a comfy
spot after school in the library to create even more. And then go
home and watch YouTube videos to create the latest styles to bring
to school the next day.
As I watched and heard these conversations, I knew I had to
think of a way to bring the passion they had for these bracelets into
the library by tying them into the curriculum and community.

click to read entire article

Ask students what foods are healthy and which ones aren’t. On
a smart board or an easel pad, record their answers and save them
for later. Do they like the healthy foods? Is that what they eat most
of the time?
Divide the class into eight groups. Breakfast, lunch, and dinner
should have two groups while the remaining topics can be managed
with one group each. Hand out the Information Sheet, giving
groups only the part they are researching. Discuss where they will
find the information.

Recipe for a Healthy Life

Help students use Evernote or other resources to keep track of
their information. They will best learn these information literacy
lessons as they apply them.

click to read entire article
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aunch the school year - and begin to show
how indispensable you are - with a broad
range of curricular projects and activities
along with professional articles to showcase you
and your program.

English /Language Arts
•• Book Reviews (Gr. PK-12)
•• Books in Focus (Gr. PK-3)
•• Bulletin Board (Gr. PK-12)
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•• Web Cites (Gr. 2-8)
•• Box – What Are You Eating

(Gr. K-5, 8-12)

Professional Development
•• Making Connections
•• Taking the Lead
•• Tech Talk
•• Box – Supporting the Common Core
•• Ask Hilda
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FROM THE
EDITOR
Starting Off Right

elcome to our new and continuing
subscribers. We are starting our 35th year
of publication! From September 1980 until
June 2011, School Librarian’s Workshop was a print
newsletter. Times have changed and ensuring you
have easy access to all websites included in each issue
was one reason for becoming a digital publication.
And to get you and your students off to a great
start, this issue of School Librarian’s Workshop is filled
with ideas for you to launch in the new school year.
The Bulletin Board offers several ways to do just that
and one of its suggestions, eating healthy foods, is
mirrored in the Information Literacy Unit. Our guest
authors have other suggestions for you. If you have
been hearing about Digital Badges, Angela Elkordy
explains how to get started in Tech Today and if you
adapt/adopt Shannon McClintock Miller’s global
project described in Making Connections you put your
program in the spotlight.
Salute the flag with Gail Petri’s Primary Source
Connections. (It’s the 200th anniversary of the writing
of “The Star Spangled Banner.”) Michelle Kowalsky
has once again stepped in as temporary replacement
for Dawn Ganss with a Web Cites on the solar system
you will want to share with science teachers. The
Puzzler and Teaching Together are designed to help you
guide students into developing good research skills
and strategies as the school year starts.
I encourage you to join the rapidly growing
members of the School Librarian’s Workshop
Facebook page. (http://www.facebook.com/#!/
groups/57409801076). Remember you can also follow
me on Twitter @hildakw and search on #slworkshop.
Check out my weekly blog on our website at http://
www.slworkshop.net.
Welcome back. Here’s to being indispensable for
your teachers, students and community, s
Hilda K. Weisburg

THE SCHOOL LIBRARIAN’S WORKSHOP (ISSN 0271-3667) is published online six times a year by
Weisburg Associates, LLC, 38 Indigo Lane, Aberdeen, New Jersey, 07747. August 2014/September 2014 Issue
#1. Subscription $50 per year. Vol. 35, No. 1 © 2014 by Hilda K. Weisburg. Volume discounts available. Materials
published here may be reproduced for use in only one school not an entire district. Send changes in e-mail addresses
to slworkshop@hotmail.com.
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TAKING
THE LEAD
Ticket to Success

vidence and data are the new watchwords in
education. Numbers are easy to come by if
you are a classroom teacher, but how do you
provide this information when you are a school
librarian? It is reasonable for administrators to
expect you to be accountable—and justify that what
you are teaching is improving students’ “Career
and College Readiness skills” even if you are at the
elementary level.
Evaluations for school librarians are
increasingly including Student Growth Outcomes
(SGOs) or Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs),
or some other phrasing meaning the same thing
depending on where you are located. Some districts
ask for Program Growth Outcomes (PGOs) as
well. All these require evidence indicating you
have achieved them.

Getting Started

Fortunately, you are the one responsible
for creating how you and your program will be
evaluated. Many state school library associations
are posting exemplars on their web pages which
you can use as is or modify. Start with what your
association offers, but also check what is available
elsewhere as some states offer better examples than
others, while there are those who haven’t done
any yet.
Consider your overall program and curriculum.
Know what you want students to be able to do
before moving to the next grade level and/or by
the time they graduate. You will need to be mindful
of this as you create your lessons, submit the
required outcomes, and identify the information
you need to collect.

From Soft to Hard Evidence

Much of how you measure the effectiveness of
a lesson or unit is based on your interpretation of
student response. At the elementary level, you do
have the projects or activities they have completed
with you. Middle and high school librarians
may never see an end product, although it is a
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good practice to check with the teacher and see
any papers or culminating projects. It is best to be
able to see the final presentations. However, that is
not always easy to arrange.
You can use the information you gain by
analyzing student products to determine to what
extent they have learned and implemented the
concepts. You are stretched as is, so don’t do this
for every lesson. Select those that you are directly
related to the Outcomes you determined would
best measure how successfully students and/or your
program reached the targets.

Exit Tickets

A simpler way to gather evidence is to use
“Exit Tickets.” These are questions students must
answer before they leave the library. Write them
based on the Essential Questions you focused on
and on the Outcomes you want to measure.
Here are some of the suggestions Patricia
Sarles collected and shared on the AASL Forum
discussion list:

• The most important thing I learned today was…
• I need help with …
• I want to learn more about…
• The best part of today’s class was… because…
• The most important thing I learned today was…
• If I could teach someone just one thing about
today’s lesson, it would be… because…
• I knew… I now know… and I was surprised to
learn….
• I am confused about…. because …

These and others (more complex) were used
with her College and Research Skills class, but
several would work even at the elementary level.
For students too young to write in a timely
manner, ask the questions and record their answers
for you to transcribe later. If you have chosen your
questions carefully, you now have hard evidence of
the learning and program growth outcomes. s
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MAKING
CONNECTIONS
“Banding Together” To
Make A Difference With
Others Around The World
by Shannon McClintock Miller
K-12 District Teacher Librarian
Van Meter Community School District
Van Meter, Iowa 50261
@shannonmmiller

I will take that red and black one you have on your right
wrist. That is so cool!
Can you make
me a double
starburst? If
you do, I will
trade you for
my beaded one.
Mrs. Miller,
can we have a
Rainbow Loom Day in the library?

T

his is what I would hear over and over in our
library at Van Meter earlier this year.
My son, who is in 3rd grade, and his friends
would talk about, make, and trade these brightly
colored bracelets that we call “Rainbow Loom”
bracelets all day long. They would find a comfy spot
after school in the library to create even more. And
then go home and watch YouTube videos to create
the latest styles to bring to school the next day.
As I watched and heard these conversations, I
knew I had to think of a way to bring the passion they
had for these bracelets into the library by tying them
into the curriculum and community.

Rainbow Research

I introduced the idea of a “research project” with
Rainbow Loom’s to the third graders. They loved it!
Together we brainstormed what they would want
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to know. Ideas ranged from who created Rainbow
Loom, to how many different designs are there, what
country sold the most Rainbow Looms at Christmas,
and how were the tiny rubber bands created.
They each got with a partner or small group,
developed their driving questions, and set out to pull
research together
to use within a
digital presentation
such as a Google
Presentation,
Smore, Animoto,
or others they
could choose. As
they researched, it was also fun to see them pulling
out their Rainbow Looms and creating different
designs. A lot of them choose to evaluate
different designs or count the number of rubber bands
that went into certain ones, so this was the perfect
tie in to be creative within research as well.
One day we even went a step further and
thought about ideas for the bracelets we were making.
We spoke about finding a place to send them in
Africa... a place where they could really use a little bit
of love and friendship.
Within a week, another amazing opportunity
came along.

Reaching out to the World

As we went along
with this project, I was
sharing about it on
my blog, Twitter and
Facebook. I thought
perhaps I would connect
with a place that would
like to have the bracelets
and be part of this project
with our students in
Iowa. One day when I
was speaking with Saira
Rao and Carey Albertine, the founders of In This
Together Media, I shared our project with them.
They were immediately excited and started telling
me all about Saira’s aunt, Mary “Baj” Viegas, who

lives and teachers in a convent in Mangalore, India.
Saira spoke with Baj that evening and said the children
in the orphanage there would love to receive bracelets
and be pen pals with our kids at Van Meter.
Not only did we make this connection, but we
partnered with In This Together Media to bring the
Rainbow Loom project and others to Mangalore and
places around the world where children needed love,
friendship and hope.
It was such a special day to tell the third graders
about this new partnership and opportunity. They
cheered and couldn’t wait to learn more.

Banding Bond

One of the first things we did come up with
a name for our partnership.
They brainstormed several and
then we voted for “Banding
Together”. We thought the
name described what we were
doing perfectly.
We created the Banding
Together Facebook and Tumblr to share the work
of our project. We wanted to use these social
networks as tools to help us get other young people
involved around the world. When people started
asking me about #BandingTogether on Twitter
and Facebook, we knew there was interest and that
this could turn into a wonderful global project between
so many.

Sharing “Socially”

I created the “Rainbow Loom Project” Google
Doc where others could sign up to get connected to
the project.
We have
had dozens
of teachers,
librarians,
schools and
others sign
up already to be part of Banding Together.
The first package we sent to the orphanage in
India contained Rainbow Loom bracelets from over
25 different places. It was really wonderful putting all
of the bracelets together and thinking how they were
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created by children
around the world to
make a difference in
the lives of children
in India.
The
bracelets
and letters are still
coming in and will
continue to as we plan for our next place to bring a
piece of happiness to. Over the summer, we will
work with another orphanage in India to make this
happen in the fall. Our goal with “Banding Together”
is to continue connecting young people around the
world in hopes to make an impact on others.
It might not always be Rainbow Loom bracelets,
but together we will find the needs and passions of
our communities and work to serve all our children
within this amazing project that has brought together
so many.
You can read all about the “Banding Together”
project on our Smore.
This contains each
blog post, information
on how you can get
involved, and ways to
connect.
We hope that all of
you will join in with our young people at Van Meter
and help make a difference in our world.
This all started because a few kids wanted to
create colorful rubber band bracelets in the library one
day. When you open your mind to creativity, change,
and the voice of our young ones, you never know what
impact that might have on all of you and others.
Shannon McClintock Miller encourages her students
to find their voice and be passionate about their learning.
You can find Shannon and her work at the Van Meter
Library Voice blog and on Twitter at @shannonmmiller
s
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LITERACY UNIT
I Choose to Eat Healthy

S

eptember is Better Breakfast Month, but don’t
stop there. Help students start the year off
right by learning to choose healthy foods while
extending their information literacy skills. Since
everyone learns most by teaching rather than listening,
have them explore what it means to live a healthy life
style and then teach others what they learned.

Learning to Be Healthy

This research project has two components which
students meld together to create new content. First
they must find out what foods are considered to be
healthy. Next, they look for recipes showing these
foods in meals they think will taste good. Additionally,
they discover the role exercise plays in healthy living.
Pull cookbooks and books on nutrition. Eliminate
any that don’t follow the new “MyPlate” guidelines
from the government. Students can use websites
instead. Also see if you have relevant information on
incorporating physical activity every day.

Creating Great Meals

Ask students what foods are healthy and which
ones aren’t. On a smart board or an easel pad, record
their answers and save them for later. Do they like the
healthy foods? Is that what they eat most of the time?
Divide the class into eight groups. Breakfast,
lunch, and dinner should have two groups while the
remaining topics can be managed with one group
each. Hand out the Information Sheet, giving groups
only the part they are researching. Discuss where they
will find the information.

Recipe for a Healthy Life

Help students use Evernote or other resources to
keep track of their information. They will best learn
these information literacy lessons as they apply them.
Remind them to cite sources however you require
them at this level.
Once groups find their recipes (or exercises) and
accompanying illustrations, review them as a class to
decide what will go in their book. Have them also
add one “healthy fact” for each recipe and exercise.
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Next create a “table of contents,” requiring them to
determine the order for the book.

Putting It Together

One of the best resources for creating the class
cookbook is Issuu. It’s free and all you need to do is
save everything as a PDF and upload to the site. Other
alternatives are FlipSnack or making an iBook and
publishing it on Bookry.
Bring the project to an end by having students
discuss Essential Questions such as “Why is it
important to know what it means to eat healthy
foods?” “What are the benefits of choosing these
foods?” Make sure parents and community members
can access what the class (or classes) have created,
and let students bask in the pride of having created
something of value to others. s

Websites

CDC –BAM, Food and Nutrition - http://
www.cdc.gov/bam/nutrition/index.html - Good
links including exercise and recipes
Figuring Out Food Labels - http://kidshealth.
org/kid/stay_healthy/food/labels.html Also has
links for recipes
Fuel Up to Play 60 - http://www.fueluptoplay60.
com – Program from the National Dairy Council
and the NFL to show students how small changes
at school can lead to more healthy living, combining
good food choices and exercise
Kidseatwell.org - http://www.kidseatwell.
org/kids.htm#Elementary – Games for elementary
students teaching healthy eating habits
Kids Get Cooking - http://www.cdph.ca.gov/
programs/cpns/Documents/Network-FV-PPKidsGetCookinPowerPlayRecipes.pdf - 58 p.
cookbook you can download in whole or part to
supplement cookbooks in your collection

Information Sheet

Breakfast
• Create a menu of 5 healthy breakfasts.
• Give the recipes for them (other than fresh
fruit).
• Include illustrations.
• What makes them healthy?
Lunch
• Create a menu of 5 healthy lunches.
• Give the recipes for them (other than fresh
fruit).
• Include illustrations.
•What makes them healthy?
Dinner
• Create a menu of 5 healthy dinners.
• Give the recipes for them (other than fresh
fruit).
• Include illustrations.
• What makes them healthy?
Snacks and Treats
• Create a menu of 5 healthy snacks.
• Give the recipes for them (other than fresh
fruit).
• Include illustrations.
• What makes them healthy?
• What are some treats you can have in
“moderation”
• Why are these treats not as healthy as the
snacks?
Exercise
• Identify 5 or more activities that are good
exercises.
• Find pictures to illustrate them.
• Explain why it is healthy to exercise.
•Why should you do different exercises?

MyPlate Kids’ Place - http://www.
choosemyplate.gov/kids - Games, Activity Sheets,
Recipes, and more to promote healthy eating
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What Are You Eating?

Three nonfiction titles engagingly inform
students about the food they eat—or don’t.
Laureen Leedy retells Jack and the Beanstalk
as Jack and the Hungry Giant: Eat Right with
MyPlate (Holiday House, 2013, unp. ill. 978-08234-2602-7). Jack climbs the beanstalk
outside his window and meets Waldorf, the
giant who begins introducing him to a variety
of vegetables, fruits, whole grains, proteins, and
dairy foods. He makes a meal of them, filling
half his plate with fruits and vegetables, and the
other half with grains and protein. The giant’s
wife offers Jack a glass of milk for his serving of
dairy. They plan some exercise, but Jack’s version
is to climb down the beanstalk. The last pages
illustrate Healthy Eating with the MyPlate
design and, of course, exercise. (Gr. K -3)
Many kids follow the Food and/or Travel
channels and are aware of bizarre foods. For
them or others who will be attracted to the
idea, Michael J. Rosen and Ben Kassoy have
just the book —Strange Foods (Ill. by Doug
Jones, Millbrook Press, 2013, 32 p. 978-07613-8984-2). Students will find plenty to
gross them out including Casu Marzu (a cheese
complete with crawling maggots), Kopi Luwak
(a very expensive coffee made from beans taken
out of animal poop), and giant water bug sauce
used in flavoring foods. This entry in the No
Way! series is a winner. (Gr. 3-5)
Richie Chevat adapted David A. Kessler’s
The End of Overeating for teens with Your Food
Is Fooling You: How Your Brain Is Hijacked
by Sugar, Fat, and Salt (Roaring Brook Press,
2013, 183 p. 978-159643-831-6). Part One of
the book focuses on sugar, fat, and salt, three
ingredients used heavily by food companies,
noting these activate the brain’s reward center
and highlights common foods that stimulate
overeating. Part Two shows how the food
industry targets consumers. Part Three is about
understanding overeating, explaining how the
cycle works in the brain and what to do to
change it. The final section offers a food rehab
program. A good addition for those seeking to
take back control of their eating or do a report
related to the obesity in youth issue. (Gr. 8-12)
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PRIMARY SOURCE CONNECTIONS
The Star-Spangled Banner, Patriotic Songs
and the United States Flag

M

by Gail Petri
Primary Source Specialist

ost students have heard or sung these words many times, but do they know what the words really mean or
how they originated? Turn up the sound on your computers, have them stand up, salute the flag and sing
along with the United States Marine Band. http://lcweb2.loc.gov/diglib/ihas/loc.natlib.ihas.100010361/
default.html Once they are in the patriotic mood, use these links below to engage them in learning more about
the history of our National Anthem. Have them examine images, song sheets, sound files, sheet music and other

primary sources. As they observe these resources, they are sure to come up with questions of their own and be
inspired to do further research. Let these two images start you on your journey. Be sure to read the captions so you
can put the photos in context.
History of the Star-Spangled Banner
zz (LOC Today in History – September 13) The Star-Spangled Banner http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/
today/sep13.html#starspangled Start here to help students get basic facts about the history of our national
anthem. The site offers background information and leads to other sites across the LOC site for further
investigation.
zz (LOC
American
Treasures)
Star-Spangled
Banner http://www.loc.gov/
exhibits/treasures/trm065.
html In 1814, Francis Scott
Key wrote new words for a
well-known drinking song,
“To Anacreon in Heaven,”
to celebrate America’s recent
victory over the British. It
wasn’t until 1931, following
a twenty-year effort during
which more than forty bills and
joint resolutions were introduced in Congress, that a law was finally signed proclaiming “The Star-Spangled
Banner” to be the national anthem of the United States. Shown above is a copy of the first printed edition
combining words and music -- one of only ten copies known to exist.
zz (LOC Patriotic Melodies) Star Spangled Banner – This amazing site offers a history of the Star Spangled
Banner and links to multiple versions of sheet music, song sheets and sound files. http://lcweb2.loc.gov/
diglib/ihas/loc.natlib.ihas.200000017/default.html There are enough primary sources here for every
student in a class to examine a different version. Don’t miss this!
zz (Edsitement lesson plan) Oh,Say,Can You See What the Star-Spangled Banner Means? http://edsitement.
neh.gov/lesson-plan/oh-say-can-you-see-what-star-spangled-banner-means#sect-activities Check
out this lesson geared for Grades 3-5 students.
zz (Smithsonian) The Star- Spangled Banner: The Flag That Inspired the National Anthem http://amhistory.
si.edu/starspangledbanner/the-lyrics.aspx This extensive site offers history, primary sources and activities
related to our national anthem.
zz (Smithsonian National Museum of History Blog) http://blog.americanhistory.si.edu/
osaycanyousee/2013/06/you-asked-we-answered-why-is-there-a-question-mark-at-the-end-of-thestar-spangled-banner.html Questions answered: Why is there a question mark after the end of verse 1 of
the National Anthem? Why can’t I take a picture of the flag? Is the Star-Spangled banner a poem or a song?
zz (Maryland Women’s Hall of Fame) http://msa.maryland.gov/msa/educ/exhibits/womenshall/html/
pickersgill.html Learn about Mary Pickersgill who made the 30x42 foot American flag that flew over Fort
McHenry during the 1814 Battle of Baltimore on September 13th and 14th.
A Selection of LOC Primary Sources in Multiple formats
zz Images – Images are a great starting point for introducing primary sources. Teacher Tip: The Analyzing
Prints and Photographs Teacher Guide will help you lead your students in the analysis process. http://www.

loc.gov/teachers/usingprimarysources/guides.html
zz Students can use the Analysis Tool to record their observations, reflections and questions. http://www.loc.
gov/teachers/primary-source-analysis-tool/
SS(20th century portrait) Francis Scott Key: Portrait of Francis Scott Key http://www.loc.gov/pictures/
item/thc1995001592/PP/
SS(1860s pictorial envelope) Civil War envelope showing American flag with second stanza from Francis
Scott Key’s poem, “Defence of Fort McHenry” http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/2011660246/
SS (1913 print) The Star Spangled Banner - Francis Scott Key standing on boat, with right arm stretched
out toward the United States flag flying over Fort McHenry, Baltimore, Maryland. http://www.loc.gov/
pictures/item/98513933/
SS(C.1980-2006 Carol Highsmith photograph) Monument to Francis Scott Key in San Francisco,
California http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/2011631764/
SS(C.1980-2006 Carol Highsmith photograph) Fort McHenry, where the “Star-Spangled Banner”
was inspired by a battle in the War of 1812. Baltimore, Maryland http://www.loc.gov/pictures/
item/2011633135/
zz Song sheets
SS(1814) Defence of Fort M’Henry / Francis Scott Key http://lcweb2.loc.gov/diglib/ihas/loc.natlib.
ihas.100010457/default.html This first printing of Key’s poem can be enlarged and downloaded.
SSThe star-spangled banner. H. De Marsan, Publisher, 54 Chatham Street, N. Y http://lcweb2.loc.gov/
diglib/ihas/loc.rbc.amss.sb40475a/default.html
SS Star spangled banner. Johnson, Song Publisher, Philadelphia http://lcweb2.
loc.gov/diglib/ihas/loc.rbc.amss.cw105710/default.html
SS Teacher Tip: These song sheets are available in PDF format and can easily be
printed out. Have students compare the words and illustrations. Additional song
sheets can be accessed at the Patriotic Melodies site. http://lcweb2.loc.gov/diglib/
ihas/loc.natlib.ihas.200000017/default.html
zz Sheet Music
SS (1825) Star Spangled Banner http://www.loc.gov/item/ihas.100010132/
SS (1862) Star Spangled Banner (Civil War cover) http://lcweb2.loc.gov/diglib/
ihas/loc.natlib.ihas.100000011/default.html
SS (1918) Star Spangled Banner (service version) http://www.loc.gov/item/
http://lcweb2.loc.gov/
ihas.100010134/
diglib/ihas/loc.natlib.
ihas.100010457/default. SS Teacher Tip: Additional examples of sheet music can be accessed at the Patriotic
Melodies site. http://lcweb2.loc.gov/diglib/ihas/loc.natlib.ihas.200000017/
html
default.html
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zz Sound Files
SSThe Diamond Four http://lcweb2.loc.gov/diglib/ihas/loc.natlib.
ihas.100000222/default.html
SSHaydn Quartette http://lcweb2.loc.gov/diglib/ihas/loc.natlib.
ihas.100000223/default.html
SSAnna
Case
http://lcweb2.loc.gov/diglib/ihas/loc.natlib.
ihas.100010383/default.html
SSThomas Chalmers http://lcweb2.loc.gov/diglib/ihas/loc.natlib.
ihas.100010381/default.html
SSSousa’s
Band
http://lcweb2.loc.gov/diglib/ihas/loc.natlib.
ihas.100000221/default.html
SSU.S. Marine Band (Sousa 1953) http://lcweb2.loc.gov/diglib/ihas/
loc.natlib.ihas.100010509/default.html
(1862 sheet music)
SSU.S. Marine Band 1953 http://lcweb2.loc.gov/diglib/ihas/loc.
http://lcweb2.loc.gov/
natlib.ihas.100010361/default.html
diglib/ihas/loc.natlib.
SSTeacher Tip: These files are available in MP3 and Real Media formats.
ihas.100000011/default.
Note: If you are having difficulty accessing these files, go directly to
html
The Star Spangled Banner site and scroll down to sound recordings.
http://lcweb2.loc.gov/diglib/ihas/loc.natlib.ihas.200000017/
default.html
zz Newspaper Articles
SS(1814 new article) Facsimile of first newspaper printing of The Star Spangled Banner] / http://www.loc.
gov/resource/ihas.100010479
SSTeacher Tip: Search Chronicling America using the term “Star-Spangled Banner” for additional
newspaper images. http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov
zz Video
SS2009 Video recording - The Star Spangled Banner Sung by Reverb (Vocal group). Steve Langley, Victor
Pinkney, Chris Hunter, Troy Edler, Kevin Owens, and Jason Deering, http://www.loc.gov/item/
ihas.200197115/ Teacher Tip: How many other versions can your students find using their internet
resources? Have them create their own playlist.
More about Patriotic Music
zz LOC Patriotic Melodies - Patriotic
Melodies tells the stories behind many of
the songs that have now become part of the
American national heritage. A combination
of hymns, national songs, music of the theater,
radio and television, military themes, and
poetry, all of this music demonstrates that while
over history many things have changed, this
expression of pride and hope remain a constant
part of the American experience. http://lcweb2.loc.gov/diglib/ihas/html/patriotic/patriotic-home.html
zz Eastern Illinois University Teaching With Primary Sources: Patriotic Music http://www.eiu.edu/
eiutps/patriotic_songs.php In honor of Veterans Day, EIU Teaching with Primary Sources took to the
Library of Congress website and created this page to showcase the official tunes for the following branches
of the U.S. Armed Forces.
More about the American Flag
zz (1898 Digitized book) Our Flag: It’s history and changes from
1620 - 1896 http://www.read.gov/books/flag.html Invite your
students to research what has happened since 1896.
zz (2004 Webcast) The History and Myths Surrounding the U.S.
Flag by Karal Ann Marling and Vincent Virga http://www.loc.
gov/locvideo/oldglory/ Teacher Tip: Marling presents images
that document the role of the flag from Revolutionary times to the
present.
zz (LOC National Jukebox) Listen to a variety of flag related songs.
http://www.loc.gov/jukebox/search/results?q=flag
zz USA Flag Site - History of American Flag - For more than 200 The Birth of Old Glory http://www.
years, the American flag has been the symbol of our nation’s strength loc.gov/pictures/item/93515921/
and unity. It’s been a source of pride and inspiration for millions of
citizens. And the American Flag has been a prominent icon in our
national history. Here are the highlights of its unique past. http://www.usa-flag-site.org/history.shtml
zz Flag Timeline http://www.ushistory.org/betsy/flagfact.html - A helpful timeline of the history of the
American Flag.
zz (USA Government publications) Our Flag http://publications.usa.gov/epublications/ourflag/
titlepage.htm. This Congressional publication briefly describes the history of the flag, and sets forth the
practices and observances appropriate to its display.
Ideas For Further Investigation
zz Search the LOC Prints and Photographs collection for images of the American flag. Suggested search terms
– American flag, flag, Old Glory http://www.loc.gov/pictures/ Here is a selection to get you started:
SS(1876 print) The flag that has waved one hundred years--A scene on the morning of the fourth day of
July 1876 http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/99400528/
SS(1898 print) Don’t touch my flag! Print shows a young boy wearing a Union Army cap, holding a U.S.
flag, and putting up his fists. http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/95504969/
SS(1902 print) The flag must “stay put” / J.S. Pughe. http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/2010652024/
Illustration shows George F. Hoar, Carl Schurz, David B. Hill, and former Massachusetts Governor
George S. Boutwell, anti-expansionists, placing their “Anti-Expansion Speech” at the feet of a huge
American soldier holding a rifle and the American flag, while opposite them Filipinos place guns and
swords at the soldier’s feet.
SS(1902 illustration) Waiting for their stars / Keppler. Illustration shows Columbia sitting in a chair with
the American flag across her lap, she is holding a star and has a pot of stars and sewing materials next to
her; standing on the left are three male figures representing “New Mexico, Arizona, [and] Oklahoma”,
they are “waiting for their stars” to be added to the flag. The U.S. Capitol building is in the background.
http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/2010652039/
SS(1910 photograph) Flag formed by children http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/2004673000/
SS(1914 photograph) Hauling flag--Ebbets Park http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/93516456/
SS(1916 poster) Columbia Calls: Enlist now for US Army http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/95506508/
SS(1917) The Birth of Old Glory / from painting by Moran. http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/93515921/
SS(1917 poster) Not just hats off to the flag but sleeves up for it! / A. H. Palmer ; Alpha Litho. Co. Inc., N.Y.
http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/00652948/
SS(1921 photograph) We have room but for one flag. http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/2009631450/
SS(1932 photograph) Casket draped with American flag. http://www.loc.gov/pictures/collection/hec/
item/hec2013006778/
SS (2010
photograph)
Flags fly for Gadsden area war
veterans in Gadsden, Alabama
http://www.loc.gov/pictures/
item/2010640555/
zz Search
Chronicling
America Historical American
Newspapers using the search
terms flag, American Flag,
Star Spangled Banner or
(left) Saluting the flag at the Whittier Primary School (1899-1900) http://www. other patriotic terms. http://
loc.gov/pictures/item/2001703861/
chroniclingamerica.loc.gov
(right) Rochester, New York. Earl Babcock’s school day begins with the salute to the flag zz
Search
American
(1943) http://www.loc.gov/pictures/resource/fsa.8d27701/
Memory for flag related primary
sources.
http://memory.loc.
gov/ammem/index.html
zz Create a flag display using images from the Library of Congress
zz Search for images of people pledging the flag. You will be surprised at the variety of poses that you will find.
I’ll leave you with two of my favorites. They sure to generate conversation and inquiry.
On March 3, 1931 Herbert Hoover signed legislation designating The Star Spangled Banner as the national
anthem. It was a long process, but a legacy that lives on! s
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The School Librarian’s Workshop

RESEARCH
TO GO
The War to End All Wars

A

lthough H. G.Wells coined the phrase “The War to
End All Wars,” President Woodrow Wilson made
it famous in an exhortation to mobilize public
opinion. One hundred years later, George Santayana’s
quick response, “Only the dead have seen the end of war,”
has proven to be the more accurate view. What it did end
was the nineteenth century. The results, from changes in
monarchies to fashion and entertainment, continue to
influence us today, and as Santayana said, “Those who
cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it,”
suggesting there are still lessons to be learned from “the
Great War.”
History courses focused on the 20th century and
beyond begin the year with World War I, and as August
marked the 100th anniversary of its beginning in 1914,
other social studies teachers might be interested in an
opening unit on the subject. If it’s not being studied right
now,keep this in reserve.War is always a big research topic.
While students are often asked to compare and contrast
one war with another, the big Essential Questions on
this one are: “What makes World War I relevant today?”
and “How does World War I mark the beginning of the
modern era?”

Getting a Handle on the War

When studying a war, it is easy to get mired in the
details of battles fought, and World War I is no different.
Too tight a focus makes it difficult to get understand the
big picture. Get students on the right track with opening
activity. While two battles are listed, they were chosen for
why they were particularly significant. Other items guide
students to become familiar with some of the basics.
Have students work in groups of three or four, giving
them a few of the terms. Use the opportunity to introduce
them to your history databases. If one group uses Google
and another the databases, they can compare their results
to see which retrieved information faster and which was
the more relevant. The list of websites will also speed their
search. Once groups have completed their task, discuss
their findings.

Enter the 20th Century

Recap what they now know about World War
I. What questions do they have so far? Hand out the
Information Sheet and read the possible topics. As these
suggest there is a broad range of possibilities to explore.
Almost whatever their interest is, they can research what
it was like immediately before, during, and after the war.

Have students form into groups. The directions get
them focused and provide a checklist of what needs to be
done, giving them as well as you and the teacher a means
for self-assessment. Keep checking with groups to be
sure they are staying on track. Ask them for the questions
they have generated and guide to avoid too many simple
factual ones. You want them to explore larger issues with
implications carrying into today.

Capturing the Scope

Together with the teacher, identify possible
presentation methods for students to show the many
aspects of the War from the battlefield to the home front.
Whether you decide on tools such as Animoto or Issuu
or some combination, review or teach students how to use
it. Where will it reside when it’s complete? Who will be
able to access it? You want students to make some lasting
contribution, showing they have created new knowledge.
As always, if at all possible have students make their
presentations in the library or go to their classroom.
Lead a follow-up discussion with the teacher asking
students for their responses to the Essential Questions.
What questions do they still have? What were the most
challenging aspects of their research and what did they
learn as a result? Most importantly, what is the “big
memory” they will take away about World War I? Has
their research changed their perspective on wars being
fought now? s

Information Sheet
Topics
1. Art – Before and After

Directions
•• List what you know about the subject.

2. Entertainment – Movies, Music, and More

•• Find overviews on your topic to add more
general information.

3. Fashion- Before and After
4. Literature – Authors and Poets on World War I
5. Propaganda – Then and Now

•• Organize your questions into subtopics.

6. M
 edicine – Challenges, Advances a
nd the Pandemic

•• Divide these out for research among group
members.

7. M
 onarchs, Monarchies, and
What Happened to Them

•• Find illustrations and sound recordings (if
possible) for use in your presentation.

8. Weapons and How They Changed
During the War

•• Maintain an annotated list of sources used
including non-text sources.

9. Women, - Their Roles and How They Were
Viewed Before, During, and After

•• Identify major issues.
•• Determine how these impacted life
immediately after World War I. To what
extent do they connect to the 21st century?

10. Topic of your choice – with approval

Websites

First World War.com - http://www.firstworldwar.
com/index.htm - Check the links on the left and the tabs
on top for extensive information including propaganda
posters, weaponry, and photographs.
Fourteen Points –Woodrow Wilson- World War
I - http://militaryhistory.about.com/od/worldwari/p/
World-War-I-The-Fourteen-Points.htm - Clear
explanation includes background and reaction; additional
links
The Great War: PBS - http://www.pbs.org/
greatwar - Work through the war by clicking on Prologue
and four chapters, also Timelines, Battles, Shaping the
20th Century, note the War Index below the thumbnail
for Prologue.
The Harlem Hellfighters: Fighting Racism in
the Trenches of WWI - http://www.npr.org/blogs/
codeswitch/2014/04/01/294913379/the-harlemhellfighters-fighting-racism-in-the-trenches-ofwwi - Brief explanation of their role with links to a
documentary and other information.
World War One - http://www.historylearningsite.
co.uk/world_war_one.htm - Good links including A-Z
list with many hyperlinks within it.

The War to End All Wars
Explain the importance of the following in World War I

•• Focus on what you most want the audience to
know about your topic.
•• Prepare a presentation that best explains what
you consider the big ideas you discovered.

The War to End All Wars
Answers in brief
1. Aircraft – At the start of the war, not much had
changed in airplanes since the Wright brothers’
flight 8 years earlier; by the end, planes were
militarily important and there were fighters and
bombers including the Fokker Dr. Triplane (flown
by the Red Baron) and the Sopwith Camel.
2. Battle of the Somme – Lasted from July 1, 1916
to November 18, 1916; 50,000 British soldiers (a
record) killed that day; intent by French and British
was to drain German resources but it didn’t work;
the cavalry was still considered important but by
September the tanks were used in a battle for the
first time, although they were prone to mechanical
failure and were unwieldy.

1. Aircraft
2. Battle of the Somme
3. Battle of Verdun

3. 
Battle of Verdun—French town which had
been refortified after the Franco-Prussian War;
Germans bombarded it to draw French troops
from Western Europe; battle lasted from February
21, 1916 to December 18, 1916 with approximately
550,000 French and 434,000 Germans casualties
making it the longest and bloodiest of the war;
neither side gained an advantage from it.

4. Chemical Warfare
5. Conscription Act
6. Fourteen Points

4. Chemical Warfare – Although the French, not the
Germans, were the first to use chemical warfare
(tear gas) in August 1914, the Germans were the
first to do so on a large scale; poison gas (chlorine)
was first used in the Battle of Ypres; use was
condemned but Britain retaliated in kind; later
chlorine and phosgene was combined and mustard
gas was also used; other gases were employed but
the big three were chlorine, phosgene and mustard.

7. Harlem Hellfighters
8. Lafayette Escadrille
9. Lusitania

5. Conscription Act – The act passed May 18, 1917,
6 weeks after the U.S declared war in order to
enlarge the army which was only a small volunteer
force at the time; the Selective Service Act
required all men between 21 and 30 (later 18-45)
to register for service; unlike the Civil War men
couldn’t pay others to serve in their stead; pacifists
could register as conscientious objectors but had to
perform alternate service.

10. Shell Shock
11. Spanish Flu
12. Trench Warfare

Meet Hilda in Person

October 26 -27 2014
New Jersey Association of School Librarians (www.
njasl.org)
Ocean Place Resort and Spa Long Branch, NJ
Vision and Mission – Laying the Groundwork for
Success
See website for date and time of presentation

August/September 2014

November 6-8 2014
New York Library Association (www.nyla.org)
Saratoga Hilton Saratoga Springs, NY
Plan for Success or Plan to Fail
Thursday, November 6, 2014 4pm

Hilda will be available throughout the conference to
meet you! Future appearances will be announced as they
approach.

•• What questions do you have about the
subject?

6. Fourteen Points – Presented by President Wilson
to Congress in 1918 it listed his proposal for peace
but was largely ignored in the Treaty of Versailles,
which was never ratified by the U.S. Senate;
included was the plan for a League of Nations,
forerunner of the UN, which was created although
the U.S was never a member; gave Wilson great
standing on the international scene and he won
the Noble Peace Prize in 1919;
7. Harlem Hellfighters – The 369th Regiment was
composed of African Americans; the Germans
gave them their nickname; the French called them
“Men of Bronze” and awarded them the Croix de
Guerre; were one of the most decorated units of
the war; welcomed home with a parade in NYC;
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only the army accepted blacks in large numbers,
the navy allowed them in menial positions, and the
marines wouldn’t accept any.
8. 
Lafayette Escadrille – Before the U.S. entered
the war, many Americans went to Europe and
volunteered with the British or French forces,
particularly the French air force; an Escadrille
(squadron) of Americans was formed; originally
called the Escadrille Americaine, the name
was changed to the Lafayette Escadrille when
Germans objected as the U.S. was still neutral at
the time; the successes of the initial seven pilots
resulted in more Americans volunteering to serve
in it.
9. Lusitania – The sinking of this British Merchant
ship in 1915 with many Americans on board
caused outrage in the U.S and turned public
opinion against Germany; the German Embassy
had issued a warning stating that traveling in
British or other Allied ships in a war zone was
risky; a U-Boat fired a torpedo resulting in the ship
sinking with a loss of over 1,100 lives including
more than 130 Americans; Germans said they
would cease unrestricted submarine warfare but
resumed it in 1917 and sank several U.S ships
leading to the U.S. declaring war on April 4, 1917.
10. Shell Shock – WWI term for the psychological
reaction suffered by men in the front lines;
symptoms included panic attacks causing some
to flee the battle and they were often called
cowards and court-martialed for desertion; other
symptoms were nightmares, fatigue, tremors, and
impaired sight and hearing; today it’s recognized
as post-traumatic stress disorder.
11. 
Spanish Flu – Erupting as WWI ended the
pandemic swept the world killing between 20
and 50 million people; unusual for the flu, many
were healthy young adults; it came in 3 waves, the
first in the spring of 1918 was fairly mild but its
recurrence in the fall was far more virulent with
victims dying within hours or days and their skin
turning blue; called the Spanish flu because Spain
was among first to have it, the flu had shown up
in a number of other locations.
12. Trench Warfare – Each side dug trenches where
the soldiers lived in an attempt to keep the enemy
from advancing; about 12,000 miles were dug by
war’s end; symbol of a stalemate as little territory
changed hands; different types of trenches were
used; German trenches sometimes were more
than 50 feet below the surface and had electricity,
beds, and toilets; the Allies had crude open-air
trenches and soldiers dealt with mud, rats and
vermin; “no man’s land” was the term for the area
between the trenches of opposing sides.

The School Librarian’s Workshop

SPOTLIGHTING
FICTION
The Good Old Days Weren’t

S

ome would have us believe that life in the past
was better than today, but these historical fiction
stories reveal a more sober picture. Life was hard,
and, in many instances prejudice against women, Jews,
blacks, and Japanese led to harsh and sometimes brutal
treatment. Have students compare a historical fiction
with an informational text on the same time period.
Even elementary students can do some research, for
example let them find out how lye soap is made after
reading Washday.

Life in the 1800’s

The washtub is already steaming when Lizzie
arrives to help Grandma with the wash. They shave the
bar of lye soap Grandma made into the water. Starting
with the whites, Lizzie rubs Grandpa’s stained shirt
over the washboard. More clothes follow until it’s
time for the rinsing, pulling everything through the
wringer while turning the handle. Lizzie helps to hang
whites and coloreds on the clothes line. To her surprise
her friend comes over and they have a real tea party.
Children will be amazed at what washday in 1889
entailed. Bunting, Eve. Washday. Ill. by Brad Sneed.

Holiday House, 2014, unp. 978-0-8234-2868-7 (Gr. K-3)

Although she is the queen, Victoria can’t do
everything she wishes. Much as she would love to
swim in the ocean, the custom of the day precludes
her showing any skin other than her hands and
face. Her inventive husband, Prince Albert designs a
bathing machine for her. Looking like a small house,
she can go in at one end and change as the house is
moved into the ocean. Inside she changes and exits
the open end facing the sea. The rhymed tale and the
illustrations showing the princes and princesses at play
will get young listeners thinking about life long ago.

Whelan, Gloria. Queen Victoria’s Bathing Machine.
Ill. by Nancy Carpenter. A Paula Wiseman Book, Simon
& Schuster, 2014, unp. 978-1-4169-5885-7 (Gr. K-3)

Cuba in 1827 was a Spanish colony where the
wealthy owned slaves and women were married off
at fourteen. Gertudis Gómez de Alleveneda, called
Tula, resists the restrictions, creating fantastic tales and
poems that are allegories about the oppressed rising.
Appropriately told in verse,. Her brother, mother, the
nuns, and Sab, a character from her greatest work, are
among those bringing their perspective to the story of a
fiercely independent woman and an abolitionist when
such views could mean death. Engle, Margarita. The

Lightening Dreamer: Cuba’s Greatest Abolitionist.

August/September 2014

Harcourt, Houghton, Mifflin, 2013, 182 p. 978-0-54780743-0 (Gr. 7-12)

World War I

On Alfie’s fifth birthday Britain enters the war,
and his father enlists. Four years later the war is still
raging and letters have stopped coming. He is sure
his father is dead, although his mother claims he is on
a secret mission. With her working multiple shifts to
earn vitally needed money, Alfie secretly begins shining
shoes at the railway station and by chance discovers
his father is in a hospital. Secretly visiting it, he sees
the horror of shell shocked men including his father
and plots to bring him home. The virulence against
Germans and conscientious objectors as well as the
trauma many soldier experienced make compelling
reading and brings the past alive. Boyne, John. Stay

Where You Are & Then Leave. Ill. by Oliver Jeffers.
Henry Holt, 2013, 245 p. 978-1-62779-031-4 (Gr. 5-7)

Still reeling under the horrors of World War I,
the populace everywhere is confronted with Spanish
influenza claiming even more lives. Seventeen-yearold Cleo, living in Portland, Oregon is staying at her
boarding school while her brother and sister-in-law
are on a trip. When the epidemic hits, she sneaks back
home. She volunteers with the Red Cross canvassing
homes for the unattended sick and the dead. Her
experiences are gut-churning, but she stays the course.
Her partner and new friend is sickened and dies in a
day, and Cleo is also infected. The story captures the
highs and lows of living when a pandemic strikes while
telling a powerful tale of sacrifice and personal courage.

Lucier, Makiia. A Death Struck Year. Houghton Mifflin,
2014, 282 p. 978-0-544-16450-5 (Gr. 8-12)

Racial Prejudice

Moving from the Bronx to a small Missouri town
in 1943 is a shock for ten-year-old Susan Marcus.
None of the buildings are over three stories, and she is
now friends with Marlene who wears a cross. The Jim
Crow laws also surprise her as does learning Marlene’s
grandmother doesn’t like Jews. The girls bend the
rules playing with Loretta, the daughter of their black
janitor, but Susan wants to do more. Using the quirk
in the law allowing blacks to sit anywhere on public
transportation in St. Louis, the three make a quiet
stand against Jim Crow, ending in a small Chinese
restaurant. Readers will hopefully feel empowered to
stand up for their beliefs. Cutler, Jane. Susan Marcus

Bends the Rules. Holiday House, 2014, 108 p. 978-08234-3047-5 (Gr, 4-6)

After his aunt dies, Michael discovers she
has written a letter to him hidden in the back of a
photograph of his father who died a hero in World

War II. He learns a long hidden secret of his father’s
true parents. Leroy, his grandfather died heroically on
the battlefield during World War I. His valor didn’t
earn him a medal because he was black. Morpurgo,
who based this on a true story, brings the past to life
revealing both the level of prejudice which existed
then (and to some degree, now) and the nurturing
bonds of love and family. Morpurgo, Michael. A Medal

for Leroy. Feiwel and Friends. 2014, 140 p. 978-1-25003980-4 (Gr. 4-7)

Graphic Novels

Elsa finds her grandmother crying. For the first
time, Dounia recounts her life growing up in occupied
France. From the moment she is forced to wear a
yellow star identifying her as a Jew, she becomes an
outcast. When her parents are rounded up, they hide
her in a wardrobe. A friend saves her but when the
police get close, she and Dounia get to a farm where
they spend the remainder of the war. Afterwards,
they check listings of concentration camp survivors.
Her father never returns, but Dounia is reunited
with her much-changed mother. The graphic novel
brings the long reach of the Holocaust into sharper
focus. Dauvillier, Loïc. Hidden A Child’s Story of the

Holocaust Ill. by Marc Lizano and Greg Salsedo, Trans.
by Alexis Siegel.:01 First Second, 2014, 76 p. 978-159643-6 (Gr. 2-5)

Half-Japanese and living in San Francisco, Koji is
taunted at school and on the street after Japan bombs
Pearl Harbor. His mother elects to go with him when
he is sent to a relocation camp to stay with him and
because his father away. In the camp, he is bullied for
being an outsider (gaijin). His rage has him accusing
his mother of being unfaithful and the arguments are
painful to see. The racial prejudice and the kindness
of a Japanese neighbor in the camp with them are
vibrantly captured in this graphic novel, based on a
true story, and will bring home the reality of World
War II for the Issei and Nisei. Faulker, Matt. Gaijin:

American Prisoner of War. Disney Hyperion, 2014,
unp. 978-1-4231-3735-1 (Gr. 5-8) s
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Ask Hilda

ave question about managing your
library program? Demonstrating
leadership? Reaching out to
teachers?
When you want answers, email
hilda@slworkshop.net and I will
send a reply within 48 hours. I want
to be your “silent partner” keeping you
informed, inspired, and invaluable.
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Supporting Common
Core

Your teachers need all the help they can get in
meeting Common Core Standards. Talk to your
administrators about adding funds to the library
budget to purchase resources to support them. Here
are some titles that should get an eager reception.
Marcia S. Freeman presents a step-by-step
approach for teaching Nonfiction Writing Strategies
Using Content-Area Mentor Texts (Maupin House
by Capstone Professional, 2014, 104 p. 978-162521-512-3) to grades K-4. Models are given
to teach students how to organize informational
writing, compose, and write beginnings and
endings. She also explains how to prepare students
for the assessment tests. Although the Master List
of Mentor Texts and Skills lists only Capstone
titles, the categories given are excellent and serve as
a guide for identifying other mentor texts.
ASCD has three titles building on Engaging
Minds in the Classroom: The Surprising Power of Joy.
James A. Erekson’s Engaging Minds in the Social
Studies Classrooms (ed. by Michael F. Opitz &
Michael P. Ford, ASCD, 2014, 58 p. 978-1-41661727-3) succinctly shows how to create lessons
building on non-cognitive skills such as persistence
and determination result in students’ deriving
pleasure in learning which in turn serves as further
motivation. After explaining how this works, he
leads readers through how to evaluate and assess
joyful learning, how to implement it, and then use it
to support education initiatives. The other two titles
focus on Science and English Language Arts.
Directed toward public librarians, Eileen G.
Harrington’s Exploring Environmental Science
with Children and Teens (ALA. 2014.\, 254 p.
9778-0-8389-1198-3) can easily be utilized by
classroom teachers and school librarians. She has
suggestions for science storytimes for grades K-3
and science book club ideas for tweens and teens,
giving directions, list of materials, and, of course,
suggested titles. Further chapters deal with selfguided activities (all ages), and teens and families
“Doing Real Science” and “Environmental Action
Clubs” for tweens and teens. A solid, well-thought
out resource.

The School Librarian’s Workshop

PUZZLER
Topics and Tales

R

older students can add their “clues” to the blank grid
and then exchange with another group. If they are no
longer looking at the original puzzler with the words
filled in, this will be a challenge.
When you discuss their answers, make a point
of noting most of the items could be either fiction
or nonfiction. Did they choose one over the other?
Why? Which is easier to locate? How can they use
the OPAC to find fiction on a topic? What’s the
difference between fiction and nonfiction? How are
Science, Astronomy, and Whales related? What’s
the difference? By avoiding the obvious “library”
questions, you will be getting them accustomed to
thinking beyond the basic facts and start thinking
critically. s

ather than the traditional orientation, use this
activity to remind students the library is a fun
place to be. Have them work in pairs. It sets the
tone for cooperative learning and begins the process
for showing them that the library is a safe place (see the
blog post of May 19, 2014 on the School Librarian’s
Workshop website).
For first and second graders, consider displaying
a variety of fiction and nonfiction titles from which to
choose. Third and fourth graders can review their skills
with the OPAC or browse well-marked shelves. The

Sample answers
Down
Carson, Mary Kay, Beyond the Solar System
(520.9)

4
6

S

3

S

O

R

T

T

C

A

R

H

O

O

S

S
8

P

O

Ganeri, Anita, Whales and Dolphins (599.5)

Williams, Marcia, The Romans: Gods, Emperors,
and Dormice (937)

Gifford, Clive, How the World Works (509)

Esham, Barbara. Last to Finish : A Story about the
Smartest Boy in Math Class (E)

E

2

1
3

F

4

O

6
5

O

O
7

Bell, Sophie, Lilac Attack! (FIC)

Topics and Tales

2

P

Lewis, J. Patrick, Face Bug (811.54)

Adler, David A. Bones and the Roller Coaster
Mystery (FIC)

2. Write the author’s name and the title in the proper line under “Clues.”
A

Hillert, Margaret, The Birthday Car (E)

Jakubowski, Michele, Third Grade Mix-up,(FIC)

1. Find books that belong to each of the terms in the Puzzler.

1

Burdick, Jeff, Super Sports Trivia (796)

Diemer, Lauren, Rose Bowl (796.33)

Topics and Tales

Directions

Across

T

R

T
O
7
8

M

P
I

Y

C

S

I

B

S

S

N

C

C

A

T

A

O

O

I

S

L

E

L

M

E

A

L

R

9

D

Y

N

N

Y

10

T

C

D

9
10

M

N

A
A

D

V

E

N

T

U

R

E
11

T
H

L

A
11

W

H

A

L

E

E

S
12

E
12

H

I

S

T

O

R

S

Y

Clues
Down
1.

Across
3.

2.

6.

4.

7.

5.

10.

8.

11.

9.

12.
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TEACHING
TOGETHER
Search vs. Research

hat is the purpose of library orientations for
middle and high school students? If your
signage is good, they can figure their way
around. After their years in elementary school, they
know the rules and any specifics can be dealt with in
a few minutes. It’s no wonder they tune out a typical
introduction to the library.
Your real reason for an orientation is to start
students on an effective path to do research. The
challenge is to convince them they need it. They have
been online since they were toddlers and can’t imagine
what you can teach them. Rather than watch their
eyes glaze over, follow the dictum of writers, “show,
don’t tell.”

Have It Your Way

You can do this activity as an orientation for the
incoming class or for any advanced classes requiring
students to do research during the school year. Have
students work in pairs and hand out only Part One of
the Information Sheet. Give them about ten minutes
to complete the steps. Most will only check the first
hits on Google.
Briefly review their findings. Are they satisfied
with their strategy? Would the information they
located be of help if they were doing a research paper?
Make only the most necessary comments in reaction.
This is for them to discover. Also suggest they do the
same searches at home. They may be surprised to learn
Google filters results based on their previous history.
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Their friends doing the same thing will get a different
results list. What does that suggest to them?

Information Sheet

Try It My Way

Have the same pairs work on Part Two of the
Information Sheet. Direct them to the appropriate
databases. What was different? Would these results
be more helpful for a research project?
Inform them that college libraries have many
more databases which students are expected to be use.
If possible show this five-minute video from Hunter
College Libraries http://library.hunter.cuny.edu/
tutorials/search. Seeing that it is directed to college
students and has an example using EBSCO Host
should get their attention. Also have them explore
Noodle Quest, a free resource from NoodleTools
(http://www.noodletools.com/noodlequest)
showing them a scaffolded approach to developing a
search strategy for different purposes.

A Better Way

Part Three ties the whole project together. The
first question is the Essential Question which guided
the structure of the activity. Unless time is short, hand
out Part Three and give pairs a few minutes to think
about their answers.
Follow up by having them share their answers.
Their written responses help to firmly fix these new
the ideas into their heads. The class discussion further
integrates the concepts into their future practices.
Throughout the year, check in with them to see if they
are in fact implementing a “research” strategy rather
than their knee-jerk Google searches. Keep track of
this on-going assessment and use it in your reports to
your administrator. s

Directions

Part One
1. 
Write down the steps you take to find
information on a topic.
2. S
 elect a topic from your textbook.

3. Search for information on it in two places of
your choice.

4. Did they add anything not included in your
textbook?
5. H
 ow do you know it’s accurate?
6. What key ideas did you find?

Part Two
1. Research the same topic using one or more
databases.

5. What key ideas did you find? Are they different
from what you found in the first places you
researched?
6. What questions do you have that you might
follow up with further research?
Part Three
1. What do you think is the difference between
searching and researching?
2. How will you change your research strategy?

3. 
What one big idea did you get from your
exploration into different ways to search and
research?

2. What key ideas did you find?

3. Did they add anything not included in your
textbook?
4. H
 ow do you know it’s accurate?
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BOOK REVIEWS
Family Values

tudents of all ages and ethnicity must navigate
stress and embrace the loving relationships that
come from siblings, parents and grandparents.
Whether asked as part of a class discussion or in a
private monologue, they will compare and contrast their
own experiences with what they read and perhaps get
tools they need to manage.

Picture Books and First Chapter Books (Gr. PK-3)

Buzzeo, Toni. Just Like My Papa. Ill. by Mike
Wohmoutka. Disney, Hyperion, 2013, unp. 978-14231-4263-8
A young lion cub, Kito, wants to be just like his papa,
the King. When his father roars, he does too, but his
much smaller growl causes Hyena to laugh. Kito sleeps
on his father’s large paw, flicks his tail like his papa, and
enjoys playing with him. He follows, watching closely,
when the pride hunts a wildebeest. As they settle for the
night, papa pulls him close asking him to help him be
King. Kito climbs on his father’s back, secure in his love
and knowing someday he will be King. Young listeners
will enjoy this rhythmic tale of love between father and
son, and find the facts about lions fascinating (Gr. PK-1)
Hest, Amy. When Charley Met Grandpa. Ill. by
Helen Oxenbury. Candlewick, 2013, unp. 978-0-76365314-9
Henry writes to his Grampa, hoping he will visit
soon and telling him about Charley, his new puppy.
Grampa answers he’s arriving on Sunday but is concerned
about the dog as he has never been friends with one.
It’s snowing when Henry goes with Charley to meet
Grampa’s train. After a long wait, it finally arrives. Henry
spots his grandfather waving a green cap. Grampa is
unsure about Charley but follows the dog home. When
the wind blows Grampa’s hat away, Charley retrieves it.
Grampa looks at the dog for a long time, and now sees
him as a friend. A simple, cozy story filled with warmth.
(Gr. PK-2)
Stanton, Karen. Monday, Wednesday, and Every
Other Weekend. Feiwel and Friends, 2014, unp. ill. 978-1250-03489-2
These are the days Henry and his dog Pomegranate
live with his mother. On Tuesdays, Thursdays, and
every other weekend, he and his dog live with his father
a few blocks away. He has fun at both places, but
wherever they are Pomegranate wants to go home. One
morning Pomegranate is gone. Henry and his father
search at his mother’s place but the dog is not there. His
parents go in search but Henry knows just where his
is—at the house where they used to live. He meets a girl
who lives there now is and finally convinces his dog to
come home. Ask children what happens on Friday. It’s
about home-even when there are two of them. (Gr.
PK-2)
Vernick, Audrey. Edgar’s Second Word. Ill. by
Priscilla Burris. Clarion, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt,
2014, 978-0-547-68462-8
Patiently waiting for her new brother to be born,
Hazel has a shelf ready for books to read to him. When
he does arrive, Edgar doesn’t do much. Although her
mom records the baby’s firsts, Hazel is eager for his
first word. She reads to him but has no idea if he
understands. One day he shouts his first word, “NO!”
Then keeps repeating it all the time. Hazel tries to
teach him to say yes to no avail. At bedtime, she reads to
him and he says his second word, “Again”- and his
third word is “’azel.” A very positive sibling story that is
sure to delight.
Yum, Hyewon. This Is Our House. Frances Foster
Books, Farrar Straus Giroux, 2013, unp. ill. 978-0-37437487-7
The house where a girl’s grandparents arrived
from “far away” is shown in a picture frame on the left
with their arrival on the right. The format repeats as
she chronicles how her mother grew up there, brothers
joined, and family meals were held. Her mother leaves for
college, returning with the man she marries. Her mother
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cooks the same soup the girl’s grandmother made, and
her parents prepare a room for the girl’s birth. She grows
up doing the same things her mother did. Have students
share their family’s legacy. A comforting tale of family
continuity. (Gr. PK-2)

Lower Middle Readers (Gr. 2-6)

Davies, Jacqueline. The Magic Trap. Houghton
Mifflin Harcourt, 2014, 257 p. 978-0-544-0589-5
It’s a perfect storm. Jessie’s mom’s friend
is going to stay with them while she goes on a
business trip. Her brother’s magic act is getting
very good based on an old book he found.
As their father, a foreign correspondent appears
unexpectedly, they learn the friend can’t come. Jessie’s
dad is willing to watch them, although he rarely
stays. Dad encourages Evan to put on a magic show
and charge, creates some havoc, and isn’t focused on
parenting. A hurricane approaches, delaying mom’s
return. Dad takes off leaving them alone in the storm.
Amazingly, the show goes on. The Lemonade War
Series continues to deliver. (Gr. 4-6)
Hicks,Betty. The Worm Whisperer.Ill.by Ben Hatke.
Roaring Brook Press, 2013, 186 p. 978-1-59643-490-5
Although he is an animal lover, Ellis is surprised
at being able to communicate with a woolly worm, a
type of caterpillar. He brings it home, planning to race
it in the town’s annual contest. The $1,000 prize for
first place would mean the family could afford the
deductible for his father’s back surgery. Finances have
been stressed with both parents not working. His mother
has been cleaning people’s houses and doing other odd
jobs, including selling baked goods using blueberries
from their farm. The path to success is not a straight
line. His friends play a part, but so does his commitment
to his family. A heartwarming tale with lots of animal
facts. (Gr. 3-5)
Humphrey, Anna. Ruby Goldberg’s Bright Idea. Ill.
by Vanessa Brantley Newton. Simon & Schuster, 2014,
131 p. 978-0-4424-8027-8
Inventive and competitive, Ruby alienates most
of her classmates. With the science fair coming up,
she’s in high gear determined to beat Dominic this time.
The death of Grandpa’s beloved dog Tomato, gives
her an idea to build a Rube Goldberg machine to bring
the paper and his slippers to him. She barges ahead,
accepting Dominic’s help but skipping her best friend
Penny’s dance recital and not recognizing her contraption
can’t replace Tomato until she sees how hurt her
Grandpa is. Ruby works hard to apologize to Penny
and discovers being competitive doesn’t mean ignoring
others’ needs. Readers will love Ruby even as they see
her faults. (Gr. 4-6)
Hurwitz, Johanna. The Two and Only Kelly Twins.
Ill. by Tuesday Mourning. Candlewick, 2014, 89 p. 978-07636-5602-7
Identical twins, Arlene and Ilene dress alike and
enjoy being hard-to-tell-apart twins. When triplets,
identical sisters and a brother, enter their classes, the
two are dismayed at losing their specialness. Ilene
is so annoyed she invents a fictitious identical sister
requiring creative switching when the four girls have
a play date. The twins confess and they all enjoy
playing with the pet ferrets Arlene and Ilene have.
Arlene’s attack of appendicitis separates the sisters for a
few days, giving them their first opportunity to discover
they don’t need to do everything the same. Readers will
want more stories about the twins and their friends.
(Gr.1-3)
MacLachlan, Patricia. White Fur Flying. Margaret
K. McElderry Books, 2013, 112 p. 978-1-4424-2171-4
The white fur of the title belongs to the Great
Pyrenees dogs Zoe’s mother rescues. A parrot is added
to the family menagerie of rescued animals. Zoe and
her sister are well attuned to the animals’ needs and
their empathy becomes directed at Phillip, a new
neighbor who doesn’t speak. He is living with childless
family friends while his parents work out their
difficulties. With the help of the dogs and the parrot,
Phillip begins to talk but then disappears in a rainstorm

as does one of the dogs. Zoe’s mother goes in search,
but it’s Zoe who figures out where both of them are.
The power of dogs and love resonates through the story.
(Gr. 2-5)

Upper Middle Readers (Gr. 5-8)

Choldenko, Gennifer.
Al Capone Does My
Homework: A Tale from Alcatraz. Dial, 2013, 212 p.
978-08037-3472
This final volume is as good as the rest of the
series. Moose’s father is now the assistant warden at
Alcatraz where Capone is one of the prisoners. Moose
worries when he learns the convicts award high points
to anyone wounding or killing the warden and assistant
warden. When his family’s apartment is burned, he
suspects foul play and is alarmed when his sister is
blamed by some. Adding to the tension is Darby
Trixl, the hard-nosed guard, who thinks he should have
been the assistant warden. With the help of his friends
and a clue from Capone, Moose uncovers the multilayered plot. The drama never flags and Moose’s love for
his sister is special. (Gr. 5-8)
Fleming, David. The Saturday Boy. Viking, 2013,
261 p. 978-0-670-78551-3
School is a challenge for fifth grader Derek. His
teacher seems to single him out for detention. His
former friend Budgie bullies him, goading him into
over-reacting and getting into trouble. Although Derek
tries turning the other cheek as his mother suggests,
repressing his anger only causes it flare out of control.
Under it all is the pain of missing his father, on tour
in Afghanistan. His father’s death strikes him hard,
and it all comes to a head as he is going on stage at the
Christmas play and Budgie pulls another stunt. The
story captures the difficulty in coping with the daily reality
of those who have a parent in the service. Find out if
any of your students are in this situation. (Gr. 5-7)
Freedman, Paula L. My Basmati Bat Mitzvah.
Amulet, 2013, 246 p.978-1-4197-0806-0
With her bat mitzvah approaching, Tara confronts
her dual Indian and Jewish heritage wondering if she
must choose between them. She decides to have a
bat mitzvah, but wants to wear a family-treasured sari.
She gets permission, but in showing it to her friend
Rebecca a small fire burns a hole in the sari, Fortunately
Gran comes through with a solution. Adding to her
stress is figuring out how to deal with her best friend
Ben-O maybe wanting to be her boyfriend, a former
nemesis becoming a friend, and other shifting
relationships so familiar to middle grade readers. Her
conversations with the rabbi are thought provoking as
Tara begins to grow up. (Gr. 5-7)
Gordon, Amy. Painting the Rainbow. Holiday
House, 2014, 159 p. 978-0-8234-2525-9
How did Uncle Jesse die? No one in the extended
Greenwood family will speak of it. It’s 1965, and the
clan has gathered for the annual summer visit with
Grandpa and Gigi. Thirteen-year-old cousins Ivy
and Holly are drifting apart and neither likes it. Quiet
Ivy fears her father’s outbursts and the probable
divorce of her parents. Holly is more venturesome and
as she finds clues to the family secret pursues it, worrying
Ivy. The story, tied to pacifism in World War II and
Vietnam and the Japanese internment, reveals truths even
the adults didn’t know. History, conflicts, the unwilling
ness to change, and dealing with fears make a compelling
story. (Gr. 5-8)
Woodworth, Chris. Ivy in the Shadows. Farrar Straus
Giroux, 2013, 198 p. 978-0-374-33566-3
Times are tough. Ivy’s stepfather has left, her
mother works late waitressing, and they have taken
in Caleb, a boy from her class, as a boarder. His
missionary parents needed to leave him, but Ivy is sure
his polite ways are a fake and he’s lying. She’s doing a
lot of it herself trying to hold on to her best friend.
Help in the form of Aunt Maureen, her mother’s best
friend, arrives. Maureen is great but is discouraging
the interim pastor from coming around and is trying
to get Ivy’s mother to date a “good catch.” The many
deceits mount, until Ivy tells the truth with interesting
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results. The economic challenges will resonate with
many as will the family story. (Gr. 5-8)

Older Readers (Gr. 7-12)

Barson, K. A. 45 Pounds (More or Less). Viking,
2013, 264 p. 978-0-670-78482-0
Overweight and a bridesmaid-to-be at her
aunt’s wedding, Ann is once again trying to diet. Her
size 6 mother watches her like a hawk, obsesses
about her own weight, and fails to see Ann’s struggles
or acknowledge her true weight. After spending
money on an infomercial diet plan which is a disaster,
Ann uses tips she learned over the years and starts
losing weight. She realizes her mother has created an
unhealthy eating climate, but only after some hurtful
words does she discover the roots of the obsession.
By the wedding, Ann is more than twenty pounds
thinner, has a new friend, and a possible boyfriend.
Realistic, poignant, and funny. (Gr. 7-10)
Dessen, Sarah. The Moon and More. Viking,
Penguin, 2013, 435 p. 978-0-670-78560-5
Living in a beach town, Emaline’s life changes
slowly, until the summer before college. Her biological
father who has failed her on many occasions comes back
in her life with her young half-brother. She and her high
school boyfriend break up, and she begins a romance
with Theo, an intern for a documentary producer
who is spending the summer making a film about a
local artist who has withdrawn from the New York
scene. In the few short months, she comes to terms
with who her father really is, forms a bond with
her half-brother, strengthens ties to her family, and
deepens friendships. Warm, real, and satisfying as
always from this reliable and very readable author.
(Gr. 9-12)
Sirois, Regina. On Little Wings. Viking, Penguin,
2013, 420 p. 978-0-670-78606-0
When she stumbles across an old photograph,
Jennifer discovers her mother was not an only child
but has a sister. Furious at the deception, she is even
angrier at her mother’s refusal to talk and tracks her
aunt to a coastal town in Maine. After a brief phone
call, she flies out from Nebraska to learn the story
she has never been told. The layers and secrets are
many, and as she finds out more Jennifer is drawn to
her sea heritage, the people in the town, and the
brilliant Nathan. She forces her mother to come get
her, and the rest of the tale unfolds. Lovers lost, chances
taken and not, secrets, and family come together in a
not-to-be missed story. (7-10)
Strasser, Todd. No Place. Simon & Schuster, 2014,
262 p. 978-1-4424-5721-8
Dan’s mother, the major breadwinner, has been
out of work for a few years. His laid-back father
lost his job recently. Now their house is gone and
they are living in Dignityville, a tent city. An ace
baseball pitcher, Dan struggles with humiliation and
changing relationships. Is it charity when his wealthy
girlfriend pays for him? Are Dignityville residents
entitled to support? Many businessmen disagree. When
people are hurt and Dignityville destroyed, Dan sees
how good people can do bad things. Although both
sides of a real-life issue are shown, the connection
Dan makes to Grapes of Wrath makes the issue of
homelessness incredibly powerful. (Gr. 7-12)
Wesselhoeft. Conrad. Dirt Bikes, Drones, and Other
Ways to Fly. Houghton, Mifflin, Harcourt, 2014, 347 p.
978-0-544-23269-3
In a dying New Mexico town, Arlo copes with
his mother’s death, his kid sister’s Huntington’s
disease, and his father’s avoidance of reality by losing
himself in daredevil stunts on his dirt bike and
racking up the top score flying a drone on a video game.
The military knows his skills are for real and offer Arlo
a lot of money for piloting a real drone in search of
the most-wanted terrorist. His ability on the dirt bike
gets him an offer for a TV stunt with a big paycheck.
To give his sister the best she can have, he must choose
between risking his life, violating his moral code, or
walking away. Family, friends, and the adrenaline rush
make a great combination. (Gr. 7-10) s
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POETRY
An Opening Assortment

P

oetry attunes the ear to language and opens
the door to imagination and creativity. Always
include at least one or two in every storytelling
session. Welcome students back with any or all of
these titles which have poems to suit everyone.

Having Fun While Working Hard

Vestergaard, Hope. Digger, Dozer, Dumper. Ill.
by David Slonim. Candlewick, 2013, unp. 978-07636-5078-0
The illustrations accompanying the fifteen titled
poems plus the opening and closing feature both
sexes, but this one is bound to attract the truck-loving
boys. From the Street Sweeper heading down morning
streets “Good-bye grime!/ It’s cleanup time—“ to the
Snowplow working when all are asleep, it’s “…making
pile /of slush and snow the line the streets/ for miles
and miles and miles” the collection cheers the special
work trucks do. As the introduction notes “Are you
quick? Or slow and steady?/ There’s a truck for you.”
The Dump Truck is precise, “He slowly lifts his
giant bed/and checks his target twice,” while the
Cement Mixer is never still, and “…has to beg your
pardon./For if he dawdles on the way/ his slushy load
will harden.” David Slonim’s illustrations have side
happenings for students to find such as rescuing a cat
from a tree and a frog jumping out from dirt in the
Skid-Steer Loader and a dog working alongside the
kids operating the trucks. Have students answer the
closing question, “Which truck would you like to be?
(Gr. PK-1)

Novel Perspectives

Wilson, Karma. Outside the Box. Ill. by Diane
Goode. Margaret K. McElderry Books, 2014, 172 p.
978-1-4169-8005-6
As the opening title poem explains, “… nothing
much popped in my head./ Inside that box, my
thoughts were dead.” It’s time to get students
thinking outside the box, and here is one way to
get them started. The Garage Band has “… a rake to
strum,/ a big ol’ can that we can drum,/ a sprinkler
for a microphone,?” and it’s A Halloween Secret that

“the ghosts and ghouls and spooks unseen/ dress up
like folks you thought you knew” and then hand out
the candy.
Animals abound. There’s a Moose on the Bus but
“He is kind, more or less, /and I have to confess,/ he
makes for polite company,” and in a case of Mistaken
Identity a kangaroo “stole a key and then, with glee,/
he took off from the zoo”—his hopping has kids
thinking the Easter Bunny arrived. If you think the
poems sound like Shel Silverstein, you are on target.
Wilson dedicates the collection to him, and Diane
Goode’s brush and pen black and white illustrations
continue the theme. Have students compare this to
Silverstein’s books—and then write a poem thinking
outside the box. (Gr. 1-4)

Favorite Fairy Tales

Maccarone, Grace. Princess Tales: Once Upon a
Time in Rhyme with Seek-and-Find Pictures. Ill. by
Gail De Marcken. Feiwel and Friends, 2013, 32 p.
978-0-312-67958-3
Ten gloriously illustrated fairy tales are just waiting
to enchant listeners. The story of Cinderella is wellknown so students will be ready to hear “She ran away
when midnight came,/never having said her name,”
and know where Beauty and the Beast is heading sure
of the ending “Beauty’s love reversed a spell/ Love
conquers all; now all is well.” East of the Sun, West of
the Moon is not as familiar but they should guess what
the girl will do when “The bear said, “What you want
is yours, / but stay within your bedroom doors” and
the title, Twelve Dancing Princesses lets them know the
answer to the king’s question, “… ‘How,’ he said,/ ‘can
shoes wear out with feet in bed?” and will be ready for
the shepherd to marry a princess.
The magic of fairy tales is brought to new heights
with the sumptuous two-page spread with frames
around the stories. Challenge student to find boy,
dog, cat, checked pattern, red scarf, baseball cap, one
or more golden doves in each of the pictures and all
items mentioned at the end of the tale. Since most
students may only know the tales from movies, show
them other versions from you collection. Have them
take some home to read and then share and compare
them with the class. (Gr. 2-5) s

Ancient Civilizations

The ancient civilizations of Egypt, Greece, and Rome may be long gone but they continue
to fascinate students and adults. Penelope Arton explores Ancient Egypt (Scholastic, 2014, 80 p.
photos, 978-0-545-62739-9) in the Discover More series. The first section of the two-page chapters
presents the civilization including tomb treasures, timeline, and inventions. The next section discusses
Everyday Life: gods and goddesses, pharaohs, home life, food and drink, and other similar topics. The
final section deals with the various aspects of the Egyptian belief in the afterlife with chapters on how
to make a mummy, and the Great Sphinx. Free accompanying digital book is Amazing Mummy Tales.
The book is designed to pique interest and provide ready information in a highly graphic way. A great
addition to your collection. (Gr. 2-5)
The best-selling Rick Riordan has been capturing student interest in Greek mythology through
his fiction. Now he tells the actual tales in Percy Jackson’s Greek Gods (ill. by John Rocco, Disney
Hyperion, 2014, 318 p.) albeit in a light hearted way. Among the chapters are “You Gotta Love
Aphrodite,” “Persephone Marries Her Stalker,” and “Hermes Goes to Juvie.” The tales are told in
that vein, but the content is accurate. The volume is oversize and heavy, but kids will love the stories
in their colloquial retelling. (Gr. 4-8)
The Roman gods get their due as well in Marcia Williams’ The Romans: Gods, Emperors, and
Dormice (Candlewick Press, 2013, unp. ill. 978-0-7636-6581-4). The dormouse comes in as narrator
and guide, explaining the Roman gods and goddesses, the legend of Romulus and Remus, the
founding of Rome, and its history. The two-page chapters with cartoon illustrations and small fact
boxes offering related tidbits continues with what it was like to be a citizen, contrasts patricians and
plebians—adults and children, and explores a bit about festivals, gladiators, and the eventual fall of
Rome. It’s an engaging introduction to the great civilization. (Gr. 3-7)
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TECH TALK
Digital Badges: Visible
Learning
by Angela Elkordy
Principal Learning Designer, Badgebox
Ann Arbor, MI, 48176
angela.elkordy@badgebox.net

I

t’s been high on your wish list – a way to measure
and communicate the diverse learning going on
through your library and its programs, defining
and solving problems, layers of research, digital
literacy, presentation skills and science
fair ideas as well as the hands-on
experiential learning, higher order
thinking skills and learning how to
– well -- learn! The library is support
and spark to young scientists, writers,
activists and dreamers as they develop critical skills
through library resources.
Finally, there is a way to make library learning
goals and outcomes visible! Something called
“digital badges” is the tool school librarians have been
waiting for to scaffold, celebrate and communicate
learners’ accomplishments.

What are Digital Badges?

Much like Boy or Girl Scout badges, digital
badges, depending on the context, are symbols of
participation, effort, belonging and accomplishment.
Instead of a cloth badge which can only be
displayed on clothing, a digital badge “lives” in
cyberspace on websites, such as Khan Academy,
user profiles, blogs, e-portfolios or in learning
management systems such as Edmodo, or
Makewav.es. Digital badges are created
and awarded online using web based
software, such as Classbadges.com and
Badg.us, (these are free for educators).
Linked to the badge image or
symbol, are badge “criteria,” which are
usually learning tasks. Learners, in successfully
completing the tasks, usually produce some
“evidence” or product of learning, which the
badge may link to. After a teacher librarian
reviews students’ work, she awards badges to students
who have accomplished the work. Therefore a
students’ badge shows criteria, tasks and evidence
for learning just like a learning objective.
There are big differences between grades
and digital badges. For example, parents, college
admissions, potential employers or other
interested audiences can click on the badge to
see the knowledge and/or skills demonstrated by
the student in the course of earning it. A grade
does not really describe what students were able to
perform, understand or apply during their learning.
We also know from other contexts, for example in
online games, that the badges can be very motivating
to youth.

Using Digital Badges

The potential of digital badges to measure
a variety of skills and to communicate academic
achievement is especially exciting. There are many
skills we know are important, but may not currently
be measured by grades or standardized tests –
especially the more complex ones such as higher
order thinking skills or the hard-to-test ones such
as leadership or creativity or other knowledge not
included in commonly used standards. By using
badge “criteria” or tasks in a learning path, these skills
and competencies can be described and measured.
Importantly, digital badges provide a kind of
“currency” to communicate the kinds of learning
going on daily in the library. Creating digital badges
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for the digital literacy competencies taught in school
makes the learning count!
Innovative librarians are using digital badges
to engage learners and communicate achievements.
For example, Kristin Fontichiaro, clinical assistant
professor at the University of Michigan, has used
badges for the Michigan Makers makerspace
project (http://goo.gl/HPCFK1) and to badge a
professional conference.
As a Learning Designer at Badgebox Learning
(angela.elkordy@badgebox.net), I have created
a series of five badges to scaffold, recognize, and
communicate information and digital literacy
skills using a design cycle approach. Skills acquired
and demonstrated through the series include
research, problem definition, journaling, problem
solving, evaluation of solutions and suggestions for
improvements.

Professional Learning

Life-long learners, librarians and teachers
are always developing new skill sets. Digital
badges are a great way to learn and
communicate new professional
knowledge! Librarian such as Laura
Fleming (http://goo.gl/WP4fg1)
and ALA’s Young Adult Library
Services Association (YALSA)
(http://goo.gl/gGONkz) are at the heart of this
kind of development.
Badge earners thirteen and older who earn
“Open Badges” – digital badges built on Mozilla’s
Open Badge Infrastructure (OBI), can display them
in a “digital backpack” or online repository. Perfect
for showcasing professional skills!
Earn your own digital badge!
A great way to learn how to use badges in your
program is to earn one yourself. To earn the “Badge
Explorer” digital badge from Badgebox.net:
Create a digital badge for a new or existing
library program by following these steps:
1. Design a mini project with 2-4 tasks. What will
badge earners “do”? (create a presentation? design
a plan for research? a mini-lesson on digital
citizenry? reading goals? be creative!);
2. Assign criteria with 2+ standards (Common Core
State Standards (CCSS), National Educational
Technology Standards for Students ( NET-S) or
Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS);
3. Design a badge image;
4. Create the badge;
5. 
Send details and your badge’s URL to
badgeworks@badgebox.net for review;
6. Claim *your* badge when I notify you by email!

Learning More

Looking for a brief up-and running article on
digital badges? Try starting here:
Fontichiaro, K. & Elkordy, A. (2013) From
Stars to Constellations: Digital Badges Can Chart
Growth, ISTE Leading and Learning: http://goo.
gl/e4RnKD
Fontichiaro, K. & Elkordy, A. (2013) Getting
Started with Digital Badges: MACUL Journal, p.
30-31: http://goo.gl/DyGCui
Resources
Teacher Friendly Digital Badging Systems:
• Badg.us
http://badg.us/en-US/
• Class Badges
http://classbadges.com/
• ForAllBadges (integrated with ForAllRubrics)
https://www.forallrubrics.com/
Badge Images
Make your own badge images! Download and
save for use in digital badging systems.
• http://www.makebadg.es/badge.html
Digital Badge Examples and Resources:
(including the Light Box design template)
• http://goo.gl/Nonbhf s
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WEB CITES
The Solar System
Michelle Kowalsky
Learning Design Librarian,
Rowan University, NJ
Glassboro, NJ 08028,

O

kowalsky@rowan.edu

n September 7th of this year, we will
celebrate the 100th anniversary of the birth
of James Van Allen (b. 7 Sept 1914), the
American scientist who discovered the Van Allen
radiation belts surrounding the Earth. This is a
perfect opportunity to move beyond reports on
each planet toward discussions of what is known,
what is unknown, and what is yet possible!
Included here are websites which will help students
generate questions which may or may not yet have
answers. Encourage them to become scientists in
order to help us find out.

Astronomy: Our Place in Space:
American Museum of Natural
History

Solar System Exploration:
National Aeronautics and Space
Exploration
A more detailed site on the planets, including
a 3-D simulation of what was seen on space
missions (requires a small download so that you
can move the spacecraft around yourself ). Each
of the eighteen links under Planets has nine tabs
including: Overview, Moons, Read More, and
FAQ. There is a list of 10 need-to-know facts
about each topic, mission, or location.
http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/planets/index.cfm

Windows to the Universe:
National Earth Science Teachers
Association

Some basic information about the planets, with a
series of links to nice images and maps, and many
links for discovery of related topics. The website
has a mobile version, and although supported by a
few ads, this makes for good teachable moments.
http://www.windows2universe.org

Online Exhibitions and Exploring
the Planets: National Air and
Space Museum

A list of hands-on activities and games related
to basic understandings of astronomy including
gravity, distances in the solar system, and mysteries
of black holes and other cosmic features. Great for
quick connections for motivation or review as well
as for elementary school lesson starters.
http://www.amnh.org/explore/ology/astronomy

A list of some of the interactive exhibits in the
museum both past and present and now online.
Some are very simple, but contains targeted
information and images on instruments, spacecraft,
and their findings.
http://airandspace.si.edu/exhibitions/exploringthe-planets/online

Solar System 101: NASA Kids

More kid-friendly graphics and resources from
NASA focusing on tasks to “explore, do and play.”
In the solar system section, most topics have
interactive widgets and cartoons interspersed with
written explanations and photos from the actual
planets. Includes a planet size comparison tool.
http://spaceplace.nasa.gov

A modern video game-like website interface lets
middle-level elementary students navigate to
online tasks, games, and facts related to solar system
topics like dwarf planets and the oort cloud. Very
useful links listed under the “dig deeper” section
of homework help, with pointers to many primary
source articles and videos.
http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/kids/index.cfm
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Space Place: NASA

Videos from Space: Space.com

This YouTube Channel has a collection of
observation videos and simulations describing
many types of space science topics and people
who study them, along with kid-friendly titles like
“how to wash your hands in space.” Check similar

links at space.com or NASA’s You Tube Channel
for older students.
http://www.youtube.com/user/VideoFromSpace

EarthSky
Information on planets visible from Earth at
different times of year, and answers to interesting
solar system related questions about Groundhog
Day, meteor showers, supermoons, and more. Also
has a version of its website in Spanish.
http://earthsky.org/astronomy-essentials

Astro-venture and Design-aPlanet: NASA Ames Research
Center
Encourage students to search for and design
a habitable planet by undergoing atmospheric
science and geology training and consider careers
in these fields. Includes a feature where they
can design a planet with different features and
determine how well it can sustain life.
http://astroventure.arc.nasa.gov/DAP/DAP.html

Photojournal of Planets: NASA Jet
Propulsion Laboratory
Recent and archived jpeg images, graphs,
diagrams and video animations from space, from
many different NASA missions, spacecraft and
instruments. Exciting recent images from 2014
from the NuSTAR and Spitzer Space telescopes,
plus many more, with direct links to the details
about each piece of equipment, its launch, its
images retrieved, and its current location.
http://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov/index.html

Third Van Allen Radiation Belt:
Scientific American
This article is an example of recent news related
to astronomy theories and active research into
discoveries of the past. Be sure to check the
websites of National Geographic, PBS, and more
of your favorites for up-to-date information on
cosmic investigations.
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/thirdvan-allen-radiation-belt-makes-appearancearound-earth
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Curious about Astronomy: Cornell
University
Features podcasts from scientists and a large list of
questions answered by astronomers,for inquiries like
“How do I maximize my chances of seeing shooting
stars?” and “What makes the colors in the aurora?”
Astronomers often answer with links to other great
resources or videos.
http://curious.astro.cornell.edu/index.php

The Van Allen Probes 2012:
Johns Hopkins Applied Physics
Laboratory
A site covering new explorations of the earth’s
radiation belts and extremes of space weather.
Details on the spacecraft, team members, and data
needed to make predictions about space. Includes
interviews, videos, and a list of probing questions,
along with their (current!) answers.
http://vanallenprobes.jhuapl.edu

Portal to the Heritage of
Astronomy: UNESCO
Useful for developing student questioning skills,
this site points to many issues of preserving
cultural heritage and artifacts in astronomy and
beyond. Browsing this site’s key concepts and
thematic essays can help teachers design essential
questions for student research projects.
http://www2.astronomicalheritage.net

Google Sky

An interactive, searchable, and browse-able space
map via collaboration between Google, NASA, the
Space Telescope Science Institute, the European
Space Agency, the Digital Sky Survey Consortium,
and the Sloan Digital Sky Survey.
http://www.google.com/sky
NOTE:
Sites are in Bold Caps
Underlined Italicized Words refer to Pages/Links
within the Web Site
Underlined words are Titles/heading
Sites were last visited May 2014
Before using with students, always check! s
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BOOKS IN
FOCUS
I Care

mpathy and caring for others are important
character traits. These three books give you the
opportunity to discuss how students show they
care. Mark Pett, offers a sepia toned wordless picture
book which seems at first to demonstrate perseverance
and then turns out to be about loving, caring, and
the gift of giving, while Sam McBratney shows how
paternal caring teaches a young bear how to care in
return. Use either or both with Robin Nelson’s
nonfiction exploration about caring in the Show Your
Character Series.
Pett, Mark. The Girl and the Bicycle. Simon &
Schuster, 2014, unp. ill. 978-1-4424-8319-4
A girl is walking past shops on a street
holding the hand of her younger brother. She
sees a bicycle in a toy store, and is so happy
she rushes off so fast her brother drops his ice
cream cone. After checking to see what money
she has in her piggy bank, she looks for change
in other places. Obviously not having enough,
she sells lemonade then her old toys. Still short
of funds, she contemplates what she can do and
begins doing assorted small jobs for a woman.
Working through several seasons, she finally
has the amount needed, and with her brother
in hand goes to the toy store—and buys him
a tricycle. When the woman she has been
working for sees the tricycle, she gifts the girl
with bike she longed for. (Gr. PK-2)
Activities
1. Brothers and Sisters
❑❑ Do you have older and/or younger sisters
or brothers? How do you take care of each
other?
❑❑ Do you think the girl is good big sister? All
the time? Only when she gets her brother a
tricycle? Point to the pictures that show that.
2. Inside the Story
❑❑ Why didn’t you expect the girl to get a tricycle
for her brother? How did the author “fool”
you?
❑❑ What are the girl’s feelings at different times
in the story?
❑❑ How does the author show time passing?
❑❑ When do you think the girl decides to buy the
tricycle? Do you think that was her original
idea? Explain.
McBrantney, Sam. There, There. Ill. by Ivan
Bates. Templar, Candlewick, 2013, unp.
978-0-7636-6702-3
Hansie, a young bear, trying to walk like a
duck falls into a ditch and hurts his knee. His
father bandages it, gives him a hug, and says
“There, there,” and lets the cub know all will be
well. Father bear gives the same reassurance
when Hansie gets sand in his eyes, and later
bumps his head when playing with friends.
After his friends have left, Hansie sees his
father walking very slowly. When his father
explains he has a thorn in his foot, his mother
pulls it out, but Hansie knows what to do. He
gives his dad a big hug and says. “There, there,
we’ll be all right now” and of course, they were.
(Gr. PK-2)
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3. Reading the Pictures
❑❑ What season is it? How do you know?
❑❑ What other animal families are shown? How
are they being with each other? How does
this show more of what the author is saying?
Choose one and write a story about them.
❑❑ Do you see any other stories in the pictures?
4. Caring
❑❑ How do Hansie and his parents show they
care about one another?
❑❑ Make a picture showing how you care for
people in your family.
Nelson, Robin. How Can I Help? A Book about
Caring. Lerner, 2014, 32 p. photos. 978-14677-1365-8
Learn a range of ways to help other and
show you care. Start with sharing school
supplies with someone who doesn’t have
them. Find out how to help a friend who
is being bullied or to include a new student.
Discover what you can do to cheer up a
great-grandmother in a nursing home if
the place makes you uncomfortable, and
then explore opportunities to help you
neighbors and your parents. Choose one of
the “Random Acts of Kindness” suggested
at the end. (Gr.1-3)
5. Caring and Sharing
❑❑ Which of the ideas in the book do you already
do?
❑❑ Which of the suggestions will work better if
you do it with someone else? Make a plan and
share it with your classmates. See who will
join you.
6. What have I learned?
❑❑ What big ideas did you get from the two
fiction books? What did you learn from the
nonfiction one?
❑❑ Will you do anything differently now that you
have read these books? Make a list of changes
you will make. s

BULLETIN
BOARD
Put Your Best Foot Forward

M

ost people make New Year’s Resolutions in
January, but students and teachers know the
year begins when school begins. The slate is
clean and everything is possible. It’s the perfect time
to incorporate new behaviors to be more successful.
Use the bulletin board to give students some ideas
on what they might do differently this year. Definitely
include two reminders to read every day – and make
the last one much larger than the other suggestions. If
you have the time, take pictures of students’ shoes and
post those instead of the clip art. Encourage them to
add their own recommendations on how to put their
best foot forward, either signed or anonymously.
Materials
•• Light and dark green construction paper (or
colors of your choice)
•• Yellow card stock or paper
• Scissors

• Black marker

•• Clip art and/or photos of shoes (sneakers are
best), including one shoe that’s much larger than
the others
•• Stapler/staples

Directions
1. 
Cover the bulletin board with light green
construction paper.

2. C
 ut out the letters for “Put Your Best Foot
Forward”—with the last three words all in
capitals.

3. Staple a large photo or clip art of a shoe in the
middle,and attach the bulletin board title above and
below it.

4. 
Prepare an assortment of recommendations,
printing them onto yellow card stock. Cut them
out and outline them with black marker.
5. Cut out the clip art or photos of shoes and pair
with a recommendation. Staple them to the
bulletin board.
6. Have extra clip art shoes available for student
suggestions. s

KEEP TRACK OF HOMEWORK

G

BULLETIN BOARD
BONUSES
Starting off Right

ood beginnings give everyone a head start on
great endings. These bulletin board ideas (along
with the one illustrated) will guide your students
toward a successful path.

Welcome Back

Put out the welcome mat and begin creating or
re-creating that very important library environment.
You want students to know
here is a safe place for them to
learn and explore. In a time
where judging and grading are
everywhere, they need a space
just to be.
Cover the bulletin board in
a color scheme of your choice.
Create sections highlighting
“Getting to know us,” “Who’s new/What’s new?”
and “Old favorites.” For the first section, post pictures
of yourself, staff if you have any, — and volunteers.
Add the phrase, “Just ask. We are here to help.” For
the second, take pictures of any new faculty members
and “introduce” them along with information on
where to find the new books and information about
databases added or anything else you want to call to
students’ attention. Use the last section as a reminder
of great resources you have available.

Build a Better Breakfast

Nutritionists tell us repeatedly, “Breakfast is the
most important meal of the day.” Yet we know most
of our students, particularly the
older ones, are not eating it or,
if they are, do not make healthy
choices. A good breakfast helps
them learn better —brains need
fuel. So have them start thinking
about making the morning meal
part of their routine.
Use a background of “egg yolk” yellow to get
into the mood—or choose your own color scheme.
Attach pictures and clip art of healthy breakfast
foods. Post good websites (including them on your
webpage) such as http://www.food.com/foodholidays/better-breakfast-month-0923 and http://
blog.foodnetwork.com/healthyeats/2012/03/08/
get-your-plate-in-shape-breakfast The latter is
based on the USDAs MyPlate guidelines. Add titles
of cookbooks from your collection—and if you can
afford it, and it’s not a problem to do so—bring in
healthy breakfast snacks such as Cheerios. Consider
printing out and having easy breakfast recipes available.

Hispanic Heroes, Latino Leaders

READ EVERY
DAY

Put Your
CITE ALL SOURCES

EAT HEALTHY
FOODS

BEST FOOT
FORWARD
CHECK SOURCES FOR
ACCURACY

THINK OF GOOD
QUESTIONS
EXERCISE

AND READ
EVERY DAY
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In 1968, Congress authorized President Lyndon
Johnson to proclaim National Hispanic Heritage
Week and expanded that authorization
in 1989 to extend the celebration into a
month. It begins always on September
15 since it’s the anniversary of
independence for five Latin American
countries: Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala,
Honduras and Nicaragua, and the following day is
Mexican Independence Day with Chile celebrating
on September 18. With a growing percentage of the
U.S population claiming a Latino heritage, it’s more
important than ever to honor their contributions.
Use a blue and white as
your color scheme with the title
in red. Highlight information
about Hispanics who have made a
difference. The Scholastic website
http://teacher.scholastic.com/activities/hispanic/
history.htm offers great information to get you
started. Add facts about Hispanics in the U.S from the
census bureau https://www.census.gov/newsroom/
releases/archives/facts_for_features_special_
editions/cb13-ff19.html. Display books from your
collection on famous Latinos/Latinas. s
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